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Although it was also withdrawn, Thor: The Dark World is now available to
rent on Google Play. Paying $3.99 for the rental is a far better option

than paying $9.99 for the in-app purchase. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may bring you and extend our sincere condolences.

You may continue to use the Google Play collection by purchasing a
$2.99 per month subscription. As a result, you will gain access to

hundreds of more movies and television shows to watch. The film ended
on a very low note following Loki's escape by manipulating Hela into
creating a mist to hide him. Jane signed an exclusive contract with

Marvel to write Thor based stories. And she agreed to be in the sequel. In
a way, she deserved it. After all, she'd done a pretty good job of taking
the comics into a darker direction with Thor: The Dark World. The film is

full of elaborate action sequences, but the writing leaves a lot to be
desired. The creative team doesn't seem to know what Thor should
sound like. As a result, the character comes across as an unfunny

barbarian. This lack of charisma makes it hard to care what happens to
the characters. It doesn't help that the CGI is terrible, since it made the

landscapes look fake. The Joss Whedon-directed reboot of the Thor
franchise is finally here and it shows some serious promise. Thor may not

have the rich mythology of its predecessors, but it makes up for it by
utilizing the concept well. Director Kenneth Branagh is not someone who

thrives in editing, but he does a nice job in creating a movie that is action-
packed yet less cluttered than Marvel's other outings in this franchise.
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